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Abstract---Over the years IoT has gained importance and the need of IoT is increasing rapidly. Internet is reaching every bit in the world. Many
devices such as smartphones and laptops are constantly connected to the internet. Therefore, many industries are acquiring IoT in their offices.
Due to the increasing need of IoT, Security and privacy issues have been described as the most challenging problems in the IoT domain. We
propose an Automated office system that provides a secure approach for sharing the data between the IoT devices. The designed system is very
effective and eco-friendly having the advantage of low cost. This system eases out the office automation tasks and user can easily monitor and
control office appliances from anywhere and anytime using connected network. Various security algorithms and encryption are used which are
explained later in the paper.

__________________________________________________*****_________________________________________________
I. INTRODUCTION
By 2020, it is estimated that the number of connected
devices is expected to grow exponentially to 50 billion. The
main driver for this growth is not human population; rather,
the fact that devices we use every day (e.g., refrigerators,
cars, fans, lights) and operational technologies such as those
found on the factory floor are becoming connected entities
across the globe. This world of interconnected things where the humans are interacting with the machines and
machines are talking with other machines (M2M) — is here
and it is here to stay.
The Internet of Things (IoT) can be defined as a
pervasive and ubiquitous network which enables monitoring
and control of the physical environment by collecting,
processing, and analyzing the data generated by sensors or
smart objects. The concepts and technologies that have led
to the IoT, or the interconnectivity of real-world objects,
have existed for some time.And such increasing level of
attention to IoT also introduces to the drawbacks that
intruders use to gain unauthorized access. If an intruder is
able to gain access to the sensitive information of an
organization, then the organization may become vulnerable
to many threats. Therefore, security is the main concern of
the IoT today. We focus on making a system that helps to
prevent many of such security attacks by providing various
security mechanisms.
Most of the employees today spend all their work
hours in their respective offices. Therefore the need of
making an office more interactive and attractive is
increasing rapidly day by day. Although it is beneficial but
this increasing need also defines a set of new security threats
to the office. Therefore an Automates Office System with
better security mechanisms is mostly preferred.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
One new concept associated with the “Future Internet” is
called “Internet of Things”. The IoT become a vision where
real-world objects are part of the internet: every object is
uniquely identified, accessible to the network, its position
and status known, where numerous services and intelligence

are added to effectively expand an Internet, seamlessly
combining between the digital, physical world, eventually
affecting on personal, social environment.[3].
With the increasing use of Internet of things
number of devices connected to the internet are increasing.
These devices are also becoming target for various security
risks. The Internet of things has various security threats that
must be also the part of automated office. There are various
security issues like malicious code attack, tampering with
node-based application, eavesdropping, sniffing attacks,
noise in the data, unauthorized access and physical issues
like physical damage, loss of power and Environmental
attacks.
Using IP protocol will provide confidentiality,
integrity, data origin authentication and protection. We will
be using 2 IPSec protocol: Authentication Header (AH) and
Encapsulated Security Protocol (ESP).
There are various technologies and methodology
that are used to protect IoT from the various security issues
mentioned above. Few of the issues will also be there in
automated office. We will be using the respective solution
from various sources and will apply them on automated
office to make it more secure.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is designed to overcome limitation
associated with existing system.Our system will provide
security for IoT by providing secure encrypted
communication between IoT devices and secure
authentication mechanism for authenticating user.
Figure 1 shown below is the work flow of Automated Office
System. Various sensors such as Temperature, Proximity,
Smoke, PIR, and Light are connected to Arduino UNO R3.
A 16x4 LCD interface is connected to the Arduino. All the
office appliances are connected to another Arduino through
Relay switches. Arduino is connected to the Wi-Fi modem
through the Arduino Wi-Fi Shield. The server computer and
mobile apps are also connected to the same Wi-Fi network.
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Once the user enters the room user has to login to the
system within specified time to prove his/her identity. This
helps to avoid unauthorized user from entering the room.
If user fails to login to system then alarm goes off. Once
user is successfully authenticated, the user can monitor the
devices and appliances of the office. 3 level Kerberos
Authentication is used for the authentication.

Fig 1: Workflow of Automated Office
The various sensors connected to the arduino send
the sensed data to the arduino. The data is then encrypted
and sent to the server computer via the Wi-Fi network. The
server computerdecrypts and processes the data and sends
the appropriate command which is in encrypted format to
the arduino to which the office appliances are connected.
The server computer contains a database in which the log
file is maintained. Arduino Wi-Fi shield provides connection
interface between arduino and Wi-Fi modem. If any security
breach is detected by the server computer it will send a
notification to the mobile app of owner.
The figure 2 below shows the work flow of
Secured automated office, In which the user who wants to
enter to room must have to enter the password before
entering into the room,

The data sense by sensor is send to arduino-1, the
arduino-1 encrypt that data using AES algorithm. This
encrypted data send then send over the network to other
arduino to which devices or appliances are connected.
While data is being transmitted from network the log of
that data is created and the copy of that log file is stored
into the database. This copy of encrypted data is encrypted
using blow fish algorithm. Once the data is received by the
arduno-2, the ardiono-2 decrypt that data and send
appropriate command to the devices. The devices
connected to arduino-2 receives command and does
assigned work.
The server maintain database that is used while
authenticating user, the database also maintain log entries
of each activity. This log can be used by owner for
monitoring system. Both arduino are connected to same
network.
The communication between IoT devices need to
be secured to provide confidentiality for user data .In
automated office the sensitive data of employee working
in the office need to be protected. Many devices transmit
data over the network, in many cases Wi-Fi is used for
transmission. Therefore this transmission of data needs to
be properly encrypted. Along with the transmission
security, the database and the server also requires security.
Therefore using a 3 level Kerberos authentication system
to protect the data in database is necessary.
IV. DESIGN
The implementation design and detail of our proposed
system can be understood well with the help of the
following data flow diagram. Along with the flow of the
data it shows how data will be secured and
Stored to analyzed and take according action.

Fig2: Workflow of Security Mechanisms in Automated
Office

Fig 3. Level 0 DFD
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From the below FIG Data Flow Diagram it is clearly visible
that system contain two Arduinos, one arduino is used to get
input from sensor, where as another arduino sends command
to devices. The first arduino send data to server which is
encrypted and then server send data to another arduino
which is also encrypted.

Fig 4. Level 1 DFD
The above figure shows that system handle multiple sensors
as well as many devices. Whenever data comes from sensor
to arduino the arduino encrypt that data and send that data to
server .server decrypt that data create log of that data. While
sending data to another arduino server encrypt that data
using different algorithm. Once arduino receive that data it
decrypt that data and send appropriate command to devices
connected to it
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have seen and concluded that use of IoT is
increasing. Various security issues are associated with
automated office .Thus according to the issues identified we
have proposed few solutions for it. We have summarized the
limitations of the existing security methods and proposed
future work recommendations to overcome these limitations.
Inorder for the customers to embrace the IoT technologies
and the applications, these privacy and security issues and
limitations need to be addressed and implemented
immediately.
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